
Welcome:

Thank you for purchasing “Memories of Israel.” I put together this guide to help you 
successfully run this program on Zoom (or another meeting platform, but I will refer to 
Zoom throughout the guide). Alternatively, you can send out the game link to your 
members for them to play on their own time. 

In this packet you’ll find:

● A guide to running the game (if playing synchronously) 

● The game link

● The masterlist of clues and solutions

● A game welcome card (if you’re sending out the link to the participants to play on 
their own)

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out. You can find me on Instagram, 
TikTok,  and Facebook, @thatjewishmoment, or you can send a message on my website: 
thatjewishmoment.com.

Best,

Sari Kopitnikoff
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Before playing: Familiarize yourself with the game. Read the instructions (linked to the 
Shalom sticker on the home page), look through the pages, browse through the resources 
(linked to the itinerary on the home page), and skim through the solutions on the next page 
in this packet. 

Game time: Open Zoom and wait for everyone to arrive. Once you’re ready to begin, explain 
some important details of the game: 
● Basic premise: Daniel is working on a scrapbook from a trip he took to Israel. His 

pictures are out of order. Each player’s task is to figure out the correct order of the 
photos, find the hidden letters, and figure out the secret message.

● Participants will have maximum forty-five minutes (you can change it, depending on 
your time frame) to complete the challenge.

● Participants will work in teams, via breakout rooms.
● Participants will compete to submit the secret message. You can decide if you want to 

give a prize at the end to the first to figure it out or if you want to congratulate 
everyone who solves it within the time frame. 

● Decide how many times per game players can call you from their breakout room for a 
hint. (Decide this based on how many breakout rooms you’ll have. I recommend a 
maximum of 3.) 

● Important: Please emphasize to all participants that this is a private game, and they 
should not share any of the links with anyone not playing. 

● Tell the participants to return to the Zoom after successfully figuring out the 
message. (They can private chat the message to you.) You will then tell them how they 
did, time-wise. 

● Tell players it’s time to join breakout rooms, and you will share the link with them 
there. Let them know how many times they can ask for hints. Once you share the link, 
start your timer.

● Put players in breakout rooms (recommended 4-6 players per room). Once everyone 
has joined their breakout rooms, broadcast the link below. Then begin your timer. The 
fun has just gotten started. 

Game Link: bit.ly/3gc52YW

For synchronous play:
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Masterlist of Clues and Solutions:

● Day 1:
○ Caesarea

■ Sticker: Duct! | Hidden letter: H (in the clouds)
○ Sea of Galilee

■ Sticker: Splash | Hidden letter: E (on the jet ski)
● Day 2:

○ Golan Heights
■ Sticker: Take a Hike | Hidden letter: A (on T-shirt)

○ Visit Winery
■ Sticker: Have a Grape Day | Hidden letter: R (on wine bottle)

● Day 3:
○ Tzfat

■ Sticker: Feeling Blue | Hidden letter: T (on back building’s porch)
○ Rosh Hanikra

■ Sticker: Welcome to My Cave | Hidden letter: I (On gate)
● Day 4:

○ Western Wall
■ Sticker: So holy | Hidden letter: N (crease of T-shirt)

○ Tunnel Tours
■ Sticker: Down Under| Hidden letter: T (on T-shirt)

● Day 5:
○ City of David

■ Sticker: [Music Note]| Hidden letter: H (on top of harp)
○ Machane Yehuda

■ Sticker: Let’s Make a Deal | Hidden letter: E (on column)
● Day 6:

○ Shabbat - no trips or photos
● Day 7:

○ Dead Sea
■ Sticker: Pass the Salt | Hidden letter: E (on newspaper)

○ Masada
■ Sticker: Keep Climbing | Hidden letter: A (in flag’s creases)

● Day 8:
○ Ein Gedi

■ Sticker: Spring Time | Hidden letter: S (on rock)
○ Tel Aviv

■ Sticker: City Life | Hidden letter: T (on back building)
● Final Message: HEART IN THE EAST
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Do you want to send the game link out instead of playing all together? 

You can print and send out just the following page.  
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Welcome:

Congrats! You hold in your hands the link to play Memories of Israel: an original virtual 
game from That Jewish Moment. It’s fun for kids (ages 8 and up), teens, and adults, and it’s 
especially fun when played with others.

Please do not share this link with anyone (outside your household or classroom), and 
please do not duplicate any of my puzzles or slides. Please make sure all other players 
understand this as well.

Ok. Are you ready? This game should be played on a computer, laptop, or Chromebook for 
optimal play. (It works on an iPad, too.) Enter the following URL into your browser, exactly 
as it appears. 

bit.ly/3gc52YW

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out. You can find me on Instagram, 
TikTok,  and Facebook, @thatjewishmoment, or you can send a message on my website: 
thatjewishmoment.com.

Good luck!

Best,

Sari Kopitnikoff
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